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I took part in an exchange to St Gallen from February-June 2014. I, of course, had a fantastic time 

and would be happy to recommend St Gallen as a great exchange destination! 

The town 

St Gallen is a beautiful little town about an hour from Zurich in eastern Switzerland.  It has many 

beautiful old buildings and a fair bit of fun stuff to do in the region. Among Swiss people, the main 

talking points are the Uni, a big agricultural festival called OLMA and the St Galler Swiss German 

dialect which a lot of people like to have a laugh at (a bit like Southlanders accents). Getting around 

in town is really easy with most buses running every 10-20 minutes until late at night. The nightlife is 

really good for a town with a population around 70,000, as there are many bars and nightclubs 

spread throughout the central city. These are generally a bit more pricy than Dunedin but it depends 

a bit on where you go (I really liked ‘Oya’). Another thing that I really liked were the 3 lakes which 

were fantastic for swimming in the warmer months. 

Uni/Courses 

The University of St Gallen is a very well regarded school in the German speaking area with 

graduates being very sought after by employers. Domestic students have to go through a health 

science type selection to be accepted into the regular programme. Only about 1/3 of those that start 

actually make it in.   Overall I found courses very interesting with some reasonably dry parts, but no 

more than you would get at Otago. Something that I found quite intimidating at first was the course 

bidding system that is used to allocate courses, but this turned out to be very easy to complete and I 

got into all the courses that I wanted. The University offers quite a good range of courses that are 

examined in English and the range of courses in German, of course, is also very good. Another thing 

that is fantastic is that exchange students can access courses at all levels including masters. Don't be 

too afraid to give these a go as in a lot cases they aren’t that much harder than the undergrad 

courses. 

Accommodation 

The housing office is very good although it is also a bit pricey. I was in a flat that was about a 20 

minute bus ride away from campus but this was very manageable as the bus connection is fantastic 

(runs every 10 min). Most of my friends in St Gallen were from the building I lived in. If you do opt 

for the open housing market I would recommend posting on one of the various Facebook pages used 

by students for that purpose and find someone who is going on exchange for the period of time that 

you are there. Organising and getting rid of furniture can be a bit of a hassle although there is an 

IKEA nearby which is great for initial setup items. 

 

 



Language 

Being in eastern Switzerland the local language is Swiss German which, even though it has German in 

the name, is quite different and can be quite hard for standard German speakers to understand. The 

comparison I like to use is someone from NZ talking to someone from Glasgow. I had a friend from 

Hamburg who was sitting behind a group of local girls for an hour on a train and didn’t have a clue 

what they were talking about the entire time. All that being said, all German speaking Swiss also 

speak and understand standard German and will quickly change accordingly once they realise you 

don’t speak Swiss German. Many German speaking Swiss will also speak English and/or French and 

you will definitely get by with English at supermarkets, bars and most shops. The Uni is fully bilingual 

with everything available in both English and German. As a German speaker I had a lot of fun 

learning a bit of Swiss German and experiencing all the different regional dialects within Switzerland 

(e.g. Bern, Wallis) 

Expenses 

Switzerland is expensive compared to many other exchange destinations but if you spend your 

money wisely it can be comparable to living in Dunedin. A few things were nice surprises like the fact 

that utilities are included in the rent which meant actually having a warm house. Going out can also 

very easily ruin your budget with weekend cover charges around $20 at some clubs.  

Travel 

St Gallen is a fantastic place to explore Switzerland and Europe from as it is so close to Basel and 

Zurich airports and has fantastic train and bus connections. Look into getting the “Halbtax” card as 

soon as you arrive in the country, it gives you half price journeys on almost all public transport. Mine 

paid for its self at least 3 times over. Another thing that you can add to the” Halbtax” card is the 

“Gleis 7”  which means you get to ride the train for free after 7 pm. A great travel app for within 

Switzerland is the one provided by the SBB. It tells you how to get from A to B including what 

buses/trains you need to catch. Basel Airport is great as it is a hub for easyjet which means you can 

get some great value flights. If you’re into skiing check out the “Snow’n’Rail” deal for the ski field 

Lenzerheide which does a great student deal. There are international buses leaving from St Gallen 

that can take you to Munich, Prague and a few other places. These are usually very cheap, especially 

if you book well in advance. 

 

I had an amazing time in St Gallen and made a lot of fantastic friends from all over the world. Go to 

St Gallen if you want a fantastic school for your CV as well as an amazing time. 


